
iCore360® Intuitive Core Banking

In today’s market, you have to do more with less, do it 

faster, and do it in more ways for more customers than 

ever before. 

And you need to be ready to change at a moment’s notice. 

That’s why you need a core solution that is intuitive to use, 

dynamic, adaptable, and will fully support you and your 

customers for years to come.

Integrated and Intuitive

iCore360 is an award-winning, web-enabled software 

for complete bank management, built around a single 

relational source of information and integration that 

makes you more efficient, competitive, and profitable. 

In-house or outsourced, iCore360 integrates your entire 

bank with authentic business intelligence – including 

complete mastery of your entire customer relationship 

and data across all channels – from a single data source.

iCore360 is also designed by you to give you more 

meaningful features, while it adapts and responds to 

your individual needs. 

Your Core, Focused 
on Your Success

iCore360 has exclusive business intelligence tools that 

help take your instincts further than ever. The embedded, 

easy-to-use features go beyond just integration to give you 

complete freedom to access and manage your information 

the way you want, revealing new efficiencies and 

competitive possibilities.

Increased Efficiency and Profitability  

With iCore360, you can see, direct, and maximize every 

aspect of your institution’s profitability, fitness, operations, 

and success. 

Built with the most proven, world-class technology and open 

systems standards, iCore360 easily adapts to grow as your 

bank grows, with a dramatically lower cost of ownership vs 

others cores.

You get it all with iCore360 – superior value, functionality, 

performance and control in a fully integrated, secure and 

well-designed package. Backed by over 50 years of distinctive 

innovation, ownership, service and customer partnership you 

won’t find anywhere else.

Core technology you can depend on . . . a relationship you can trust.

Learn more about our innovative banking solutions.



iCore360 is built from the ground up with the 

most advanced, trusted and adaptable technology 

available, including Microsoft .Net and Oracle, not just a 

window-dressing on older technology. iCore360 runs on a 

standard Internet browser, and maximizes the latest 

development standards for cost-effective adaptability, that 

keeps you up to date and ahead of the competition. 

• .NET web-enabled architecture

• Single source relational database

• Streamlined, immediate disaster recovery

• No client workstation installations or maintenance

• Bank-defined security roles and user options

• Fully encrypted security

• Quicker response times

• Virtually unlimited enhancement possibilities

• True integration, connects multiple systems for 
   complete access to all data

• Simultaneous data access enhances performance

• Ensures data integrity with duplicates

• Automatic updates with no delays or downtime

• Lower upfront costs and total cost of ownership

• Stringent security with dynamic, flexible set-up

• Multi-layer authentication 

• Detailed, multi-level auditing

    Highlights

iCore360 seamlessly integrates your bank from the teller 

line to the back room and beyond, with direct access to all of 

your bank’s data from one source, including entire customer 

relationships, profitability, documents, images, and more.

iCore360 also helps you automate tasks, create customized 

individual workflows and eliminate redundancies to work 

more efficiently and improve customer service. And its 

robust business intelligence tools streamline meaningful 

analysis and reporting to help promote informed decisions 

that help maximize your bank’s performance.

• Web-based simplicity

• Entire customer relationship control

• Easy to use navigation

• Personalized workflow templates

• Real time balances

• One-click, context-sensitive help and tutorials

• Sort, move, cut and paste information

• Dynamic graphical analysis capability 

• One-click account/transaction detail from columns, graphs

• Activity tracking and auditing

• Update customer info from any customer screen

• XML interfacing capabilities

Architecture Efficiency



Our customer-led user groups and development process 

ensures that every aspect of iCore360 is designed to be as 

meaningful to your real-world needs as they are powerful, 

innovative and flexible enough to help you to evolve in a 

fast-changing marketplace.

Every DCI customer is invited to participate in our user 

groups, annual user conferences, special sessions and on-site 

collaborations to provide input and vote on the development 

direction of iCore360 and other DCI technologies.

In fact, our customer-led user groups are the most 

productive in the industry. Our most innovative banking 

solutions have come from our customers, with hundreds of 

user group requests implemented in the past several years.

Plus, our contracts are written in plain English 

with clear terms and pricing with no hidden fees 

or surprises, guaranteed.

Because we’re owned and led by a group of our customers, 

we’re uniquely in tune and responsive to your needs. At DCI 

you are like family and we’ll always go the extra mile to ensure 

your satisfaction with every detail to help you succeed. That’s 

why we can boast near 100% client satisfaction and retention 

year after year.

• 24/7 live support

• 1 hour response guarantee, 30 minute goal

• 7 minute average response, 72% first call resolution rate

• Online chat for instant support

• Dedicated Relationship Manager and quarterly on-site visits

• Certified technology professionals

• Online Resource Library

• Free DCI University training on-site or online

• Direct access to executive management

• Open user groups and annual conference 

• Optional operational reviews to help maximize 
    your efficiency and profitability

Award-Winning Technology Backed by Unmatched Service

• Top 100 IT Award by InfoWorld Media Group 
• Multiple winner of the BankNews Innovative Solutions Award
• FinTech Forward Top 100
• IDC FinTech Rankings Top 100
• NetApp Innovation Award

Innovation Customer Care



“You cannot find better technology 
from a more caring, customer-focused 
company than DCI.”
Keith Hughes — 
CEO, First National Bank of Hutchinson, KS

• Web-Driven Simplicity / Integration
• Single Source Open Data / Full Security
• Analytics / Custom Reporting / GL Dashboard
• Entire Customer Relationship Control
• Account Origination / Advanced Lending
• Custom User Workflows
• Document Imaging
• Profitability / ALM

iCore360 Intuitive Core featuring:

Award-winning Solutions and Service

Companion Options & Services
• InstaKEY™ ATM Network / Card Services
• Proof21™ Branch Capture
• Teller™ Automation / BSA Compliance
• Loan Management & Scoring
• Mobile / Merchant Capture

iCoreGO Digital Suite featuring: 
• Online / Mobile
• AI Interactive Voice
• Onboarding / Account Opening
• Website Hosting
• Online Statements
• Positive Pay

• 24/7 Live Support
• DCI University Training
• Operational Efficiency Reviews
• Managed IT / Security
• and more

info@datacenterinc.com


